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Comments submitted for SB on 802.16Rev2/D6a

- 666, 668, 669 – mandatory vs optional use of DSA procedures for MBS (Sean Cai, Yunsong Yang, Phil Barber)
- 792 – MBS Location update (Jung Je Son)
- ---
- 679 – MBS permutation zone (Yeongmoon Son)
- 796 – MBS permutation zone (Hassan Yaghoobi)
- ---
- 705/293 – Support for outer-coding (Ken Stanwood)
- 798/292 – Support for outer-coding (Erik Colban)
- ---
- 665/C802.16-08/224r5 – support for Logical Channel IDs (Sean Cai)
- 757/274r2 – MIB changes for MBS Contents ID (Joey Chow)
- ---
- 681/171r10 – MCID_Preallocation and Transmission Info (Vladimir Yanover)
- ---
- {727, 784, 803}/312 – MIMO for MBS (K. Sivanesan, Sang Youb Kim, Mo-Han Fong)
- ---
- 791 – MBS Zone ID in DCD_settings TLV (Jung Je Son)
- 694 – MBS_DATA_Time_Diversity_IE (Lei Wang)